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get the image data. Actually, I can only read data and byte order,and it can be seen as raw image data. Now I want to read the
raw image data and display them as picture in QT，so that： 1. I have read the format of image and pixel format. 2. I have read
the row of pixels and the pixel size. (I can only read the image data in this link. ) I think if I can read pixel data directly from the
image then it can be done，for example: Pixels are stored in a 32 bit integer, 8 bits for red, 8 bits for green, 8 bits for blue, and 8
bits for alpha. r:bytes[3],g:bytes[3],b:bytes[3],a:bytes[3] In this example the pixel at (x,y) = (64,192) is red (0xFF0000), green
(0x00FF00), blue (0x0000FF), and transparency (0x0). When the image is a color image, each image channel is 3 bytes.An
11-year-old girl has been hospitalised in critical condition after an alleged attack at a school in Sydney's north-west, police say.
The child was attacked inside a bathroom at a Chatswood primary school while changing into her uniform. A 15-year-old boy
and a 14-year-old boy were charged with assault occasioning actual bodily harm and affray. The students left the school with
their heads covered and refused to talk to police. Witnesses said that the two boys were fighting with each other after school.
One parent said the boys were arguing over a sports bag. Another parent said he saw the two boys fighting outside school earlier
in the day. He said that he was concerned for the safety of the child because the attackers were fighting and the students were
around. The headmaster of the school said it was an unfortunate incident. The school has told parents to come and pick up their
children after the incident.Q: Wordpress: Routing to specific page I am new to Wordpress, and I would like to make the
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